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I. INTRODUCTION

Between 3 March and 2 April, 1974 Geoterrex 

Limited carried out an airborne electromagnetic and 

magnetic geophysical survey, in the Shoal Lake Area 

of Ontario for Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas Company Limited.

An Otter aircraft with Canadian registration CF-AYR 

was used throughout the project. It was equipped with an 

In-Phase/Out-of-Phase electromagnetic system operating at 

320 Hz, a Geometries G~803 High Performance proton resonance 

magnetometer and associated survey equipment. A detailed 

description of equipment, compilation procedures and method 

of control is given in Appendix A.

The survey consisted of three overlaj3pjjifl__flxijlsj, 

designated as Blocks A, B and C by Hudson's Bay Oil and 

Gas Company Limited. Specifications were as follows:

Block L i ne Pire c t i on Spacing Mileage
(a p p rox.) 

A N-S 1/8 mile 891.1

B E-W 1/8 mile 397.40 

C NW-SE 1/8 mile 293.00

Total mileage = 1581.50
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The purpose of the survey was to detect bedrock 

conductors which might reflect the presence of base metal 

sulphides, and to suggest recommendations for a further 

exploration programme by evaluating prospective conductive 

zones from a geophysical point of view.

The electromagnetic data is presented on photo 

transparency maps at a scale of 1 inch_s 1320 feet* The 

intensity of the anomaly is shown as a ratio (in-Phase/Out- 

of-Phase), along with the flying altitude and any magnetic 

association.

Anomalies, interpreted as originating from a man-made 

source are designated by a "PL" to indicate probable culture, 

This includes the pipeline on sJi^e_ts_L_ariaV2_ond also some 

isolated man-made conductors scattered randomly around the 

lakes.

Geological conductors are outlined, both surficial 

and bedrock, but surficial sources are not numbered nor 

discussed in the report unless there is some element of 

doubt as to the origin. In some instances when the source 

is exceedingly broad and obviously flat lying, the anomalies 

have been left off the plan map. This applies particularly 

to the poorly conductive surficial sources within the lakes.
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Prospective conductive zones of interest are 

outlined, numbered and discussed in detail in Section

Unnumbered single line anomalies are considered to 

be weak, inconclusive type anomalies with either suspect 

character or very poor potential. Some are most probably 

only surficial type sources. They would warrant some 

consideration only if favorable results were obtained in 

neighbouring zones or if local geology was known to be 

favorable.

 *» Magnetic contour maps were not requested.

The only available geology was map no. P. 281, 

published by the Ontario Dept* of Mines.
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II. PERSONNEL

The personnel involved with this survey include:

A. Field Operation 

Pilot 

Navigator 

Operators

Data Compiler 

Aircraft Engineer 

Geophysicist

A. Bratteng

L. Matthews

J. Burnett

D. Recoskie

R. Fortier

L. Fougere

J. Mekarski

Offic e Co mpi 1 a t i o n

Data

Drafting

Geophysics

D. Sarazin 

M. Dostaler 

D. Wagg 

R.K. Dowse
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III. RATING SYSTEM

To assist in the planning of the followup program, 

all selected zones have been evaluated out of a maximum 

of 100 points by assigning a predetermined numerical value   

to relevant geophysical criteria. The rating system is 

listed in Appendix B and includes such geophysical parameters 

as intensity, conductivity, magnetic association, relative 

isolation and strike length. Note that any points given 

for geology are quite tentative and subject to careful 

review. In most cases the same 10 points is added to each 

zone. A final subjective evaluation of + 15 points is also 

included in some cases when anomaly character seems particularly 

significant. The total rating then determines the place 

ment of each zone into one of the categories listed below*

Rating 65-100 Category A

Rating 40-64 Category B

Rating less than 40 Category C

Category A includes zones recommended for followup on 

a high priority basis. These indicate probable bedrock 

sources with good potential for sulphide mineralization. 

Conductors in Category Behave probably fair potential and 

would be investigated in any relatively complete followup 

program. The final group, Category Cj i s comprised of 

doubtful bedrock zones (probable surficial or probable

gpoterrex
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cultural sources), or those weaker zones which would 

not normally merit further consideration unless local 

geology was favorable. Conductors rated B- are also 

considered to be rather inconclusive geophysical prospects
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IV. DISCUSSION OF CONDUCTIVE ZONES

Zone S-l
SHEET 1

Line 8 Anomaly K

through 

Line 32 Anomaly M

Rating 50 

Category B-

Zone S-2

Line 41

Line 42

Line 43

Anomaly L

Anomaly M

Anomaly N

Rating 50 

Category B-

Zone S-3

Line 5

Line 72

Anomaly N 

through

Anomaly J

Rating 50 

Category B-

Zone S-4

Zone S-4A

Line 5 Anomaly M
through 

Line 79 Anomaly H

Rating 52 

Category B

Rating 45 

Category B-

Line 56 Anomalies L, M

through 

Line 60 Anomaly F
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Zone S-5 Rating 48

Category 13- 

Line 1 Anomaly P

through 

Line 30 Anomaly L

These zones represent a multiple banded, formational 

unit trending more or less NW-SE and stretching for several 

miles all across sheet 1. They map highly conductive 

sources, quite probably graphites.

The most northern band, mapped as zone S-l r shows 

several moderately strong anomalies, many with good 

individual character. These consistently reflect high 

conductivity and closely relate to a unit which is very 

active magnetically. To the east in particular the magnetic 

amplitudes are high, ranging between 1200 and 2300 gammas. 

Several of the magnetic peaks also suggest a dipping source.

If a check is considered, any one of the stronger 

anomalies like 15-F or 19-L might be selected, but, in 

our opinion, this zone represents a relatively poor prospect 

with EM variability along strike seeming rather limited.

Zone S-2 is regarded as a probable extension of the 

same source. It is on the same horizon as zone S-l and 

shows the same high conductivity* The EM responses have
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only weak to moderate amplitude, and they are offset from 

magnetics which range widely from 300-2700 gammas. Other 

weak anomalies on the same trend on lines 47, 52 and 61 

suggest the formation may well continue sporadically even 

further to the east.

Zone S-3 shows stronger anomalies, many with dual 

peaks* These EM peaks seem to be offset from magnetics 

(100-200 /) for the most part, and again they consistently 

reflect very highly conductive material. Some individual 

responses of interest include the well developed anomalies 

on lines 30 and 47 and also those on lines 15 and 16. 

These last two responses show an increase in EM amplitude 

compared to adjacent lines as well as an increase in the 

relative intensity of the associated magnetics (1000-2000

Zone S-4 is directly comparable, very highly conductive 

with dual and multiple EM anomalies. The conductive material 

relates to an active magnetic zone where amplitudes range 

from 300 to 1000 gammas. Possible targets might include 

one of the strongest anomalies like the one on line 43, or 

perhaps the section on the south flank on lines 55 through 

60 which is designated as zone S-4A. This seems to be a 

satellite source with strike length of about 3/4, mile. It 

is highly conductive but generally offset from magnetics.
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As for zone S-5j it reflects a lower range of amplitude 

and also some sections of lower conductivity. Magnetic 

association is moderate (20-180 /) and only sporadically 

direct. The strong anomaly on line 4 is one possible target, 

since it looks quite enhanced compared to adjacent lines. 

It is directly coincident with a 360 gamma peak.

Zone S-6 Rating 57

Category B

Line 27 Anomaly K 

Line 28 Anomaly E 

Line 29 Anomaly J

This conductor occurs on the fringe of the formational 

system and more or less along the river. It reflects a 

relatively short source and one with an intermediate conductivity. 

The best target would be the dual anomaly on line 27 which is 

well developed and directly correlating with a prominent 

magnetic high of 360 gammas. On line 28 the magnetic feature 

drops to a mere 30 gammas and the EM character changes to a 

broad, irregular shape. The adjacent lines 29 and 24-25 show 

much weaker anomalies and very poorly conductive ones without 

magnetic support.

According to the film, the response on line 27 falls 

in a bush locale.
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Zone S-7 Rating 43

Category B- 

Line 55 Anomaly J

through 

Line 65 Anomaly J

Sheet 1 and 2

This long zone probably belongs to the same formational 

unit as zone S-l through S-5. Lines 62 and 63 reveal quite 

well developed EM, but elsewhere anomalies are weaker and 

generally unimpressive. In some sections the indicated 

conductivity is high, but generally an intermediate range 

is more prevalent.

The conductor follows a magnetic feature of 100-500 

gammas.

Zone S-8 Ratin9 35

Category C

Line 1 Anomaly 0 

Line 2 Anomaly E

Zone S-9 Ratin S 61

Category B

Line 3 Anomaly J 

Line 4 Anomaly J
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Zone S-10 Rating 53

Category B 

Line 1 Anomalies L, M, N

through 

Line 11 Anomaly D

The weak EM responses outlined as zone S-8 are of 

little interest except as a possible extension of zone S-9. 

They are sharp and poor looking, maybe even possible 

cultural indicators. They reflect a source with inter 

mediate conductivity and with unknown extent to the west.

The zone correlates with a 100 gamma shoulder on 

line 1 but is more offset from magnetics on line 2. It 

locates in bush; according to the film.

The broad anomalies in zone S-9 are more intriguing. 

They are moderately strong with good conductivity and 

they relate to a large, prominent magnetic feature of 

1000-1800 gammas. Hopefully the source has a short 

extent and is not merely an extension of one of the 

nearby conductors.

A check is advised, beginning with the better shaped 

anomaly on line 4 0 The broader response on line 3 is 

more unusual, almost looking as if it could represent some 

very shallow strike direction or maybe even one lying 

parallel to the flight line.

oeoterrex
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Zone S-10 is divided into two partj with the section, 

on lines 1 to 4 showing mostly very weak responses* 

Conductivity is quite variable, ranging from low to fairly 

high. The best anomalies are M and N on line 1, both relating 

to magnetics (700 /).

The second part of zone S-10 from lines 5 to 11 

reveals dual EM responses and a broad banded source. The 

EM character looks very similar from line to line, moderately 

strong and highly conductive. The magnetics are more variable, 

however, with a very sharp peak of 350-400 gammas on lines 

7 and 8 attracting particular attention. We note, however, 

that the whole zone is rather long and appears to be at 

best a fair prospect for sulphides of interest. Possibly 

its just another formational environment.
%

Zone S-ll Rating 39

Category C 

Line 1 Anomaly K

This is a questionable selection noted only because 

of the magnetics. There is a prominent 580 gamma peak here 

and it is directly coincident.

The EM response itself is very weak as well as narrow. 

It reflects fairly good conductivity but looks shallow and 

cultural. The film does not confirm man-made construction, 

but there could easily be some feature here so close to the 

shore line of the lake.
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Even if non-cultural, the anomaly looks too poor to . 

warrant much consideration.

Zone S-12 Rating 30

Category C 

Line 1 Anomaly H

This conductor may also have a cultural explanation. 

It occurs close to a road and is surrounded by weak anomalies 

with cultural character. There is no proof of culture on 

the film, however, nor does the individual response look 

definitely cultural. Its width in particular seems better , 

than the cultural type.

The source has high conductivity and falls on the side 

of a broad magnetic feature of 360 gammas* Full extension 

to the west is unknown.

Zone S-13 Rating 51

Category B

Line 168 Anomaly B 

Line 169 Anomaly AI

Zone S-14 Rating 48

Category B-

Line 162 Anomalies A, B 

Line 163 Anomaly A

ggoterrex
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Zone 5-15 Rating 30

Category C

Line 154 Anomaly AI 

Line 155 Anomaly AI 

Line 156 Anomaly A

These anomalies represent incomplete zones at the 

far end of the E-W flight lines. Total strike length is 

unknown and even exact location is somewhat tentative.

Zone S-13j for instance, outlines two anomalies 

mapping a source with open extension to the north. Both 

responses are very well developed with high conductivity. 

The one on line 169 in particular has striking character. 

There is also some magnetic support on both lines, but 

only the 400 gamma peak is directly coincident.

A smaller anomaly to the west, anomaly A on line 

168, also attracts some minor attention. It does not 

fall on any culture according to the film and has reasonable 

shape, good conductivity, and a possible 40 / correlation.

Zone S-14 further south appears on two lines but the 

anomalies have radically different character. On line 163 

the EM response is a single peak with moderate amplitude 

and no direct magnetic association. At line 162, however, 

the EM is very broad and multiple with a 1240 gamma peak

gsoterrex
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correlating. This latter response is also exceptionally 

strong, especially considering the very high flying altitude. 

There is some coverage on adjacent lines 161 and 160, but 

there is no sign of the same conductor. We note, however, 

even further west off the grid on line 162 that there is an 

even larger EM response. Maybe the main conductor here 

really strikes more E-W. Certainly the character of the 

broad anomalies A and B on line 162 could easily reflect 

a conductor along strike.

As for zone S-15, it shows a nice anomaly at line 154, 

even though the flying altitude is very high (195 1 ). Location 

of this response is uncertain, however, since the altimeter 

trace suggests that the aircraft may be in the process of 

turning. The anomaly reflects an intermediate conductivity 

and direct correlation with magnetics (600 /),

The anomaly on line 155 is primarily surficial in 

character but it does have some in-phase component. Possibly 

the bedrock source visible at line 154 does continue into 

the lake and down to line 156* There is no sign of the 

conductor by line 157.

gsoterrex
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Zone S-16 Rating 60

Category B 

Line 5 Anomalies E, F, G, H

through 

Line 8 Anomaly C

Zone S-17 Rating 52

Category B 

Line 10 Anomaly El

through 

Line 16 Anomaly E

According to the geology map, zone S-16 corresponds 

with a curved band of rhyolitic material. It is a highly 

conductive source lying close to a main road. There is no 

sign of culture directly at the peak positions, nor do the 

EM responses look like the cultural type. On the contrary 

they have good bedrock character including strong amplitude 

and direct magnetic association. They consistently relate 

to magnetics in the range of 200 to 400 gammas.

Possible targets might include anomaly C on line 7 and 

also those responses on lines 165 and 166. These are rated 

as "fair" prospects only, since total strike length is rather 

long. In fact, zone S-17 to the east looks like a possible 

extension, in which case the whole zone would indicate a 

formational type.
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S-17 also reveals well developed anomalies and

the same high conductivity. It shows up as single EM peaks, 

except at line 14 where there seems to be a second conductor 

on the south flank. This line would be the best initial 

checking point, if some work is consideredo

The conductor follows a magnetic trend and is directly 

on 450-500 gamma peaks on lines 14, 15 and 16.



Zone S-19 Rating 47

Category B- 

Line 1 Anomaly E

through 

Line 4 Anomaly F

These anomalies locate close to a powerline or pipeline. 

According to the film, however, there is no direct correlation 

with culture.

The source is highly conductive and lying along the flank 

of a magnetic zone of 160-360 gammas. Individual responses 

are mainly poorly developed with weak to moderate amplitude. 

The strongest response and the best target occurs at line 3, 

but it is a relatively poor prospect in our opinion.
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According to the EM plan map, this conductor may be 

related'in some way to zone S-15 lying more or less on the 

same horizon.

Zone S-20 Rating 55

Category B 

Line 4 Anomaly D

through 

Line 6 Anomaly C

This zone occurs more or less in the vicinity of known 

mineral occurrences. According to the geology map both 

copper and gold have been identified.

The source is highly conductive plus quite favorably 

short. As such, it represents at least a fair prospect* The 

EM amplitudes are relatively small, but nevertheless reasonably 

well developed.

There is a broad magnetic feature here as well (250-350 /), 

but it looks as if it continues to the east beyond the EM zone*

Zone S-21 Rating 47

Category El- 

Line 1 Anomaly D

through 

Line 8 Anomaly 6

geoterrex
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Zone S-22 Rating 29

Category C 

Line 1 Anomaly C

through 

Line 6 Anomaly A

These conductors were identified only on the N-S lines. 

They appear to be narrow, sporadically developed sources with 

rather poor potential. They look unfavorably long and could 

well continue even further to the west outside the grid.

Zone S-22 in particular is regarded as a poor prospect 

because of the very weak nature of the EM. Only the response 

on line 6 has a reasonable amplitude. In addition, the source 

is generally offset from magnetics and conductivity is only 

intermediate.

Zone S-21 has better developed anomalies, at least on 

lines 6, 7 and 8. There is direct magnetic association in 

that section as well (100-400 /). Conductivity is also 

slightly better and closer to the high range.

Zone S-23 . Rating 57

Category B 

Line 8 Anomaly A

through 

Line 11 Anomaly CI

geoterrex
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These anomalies might be just an extension of zone 

S-22 but on the plan map they look offset enough to suggest 

a possible short source with strike length of about j mile.

The EM responses are fairly weak to the east but 

become progressively stronger to the west where they indicate 

a zone of intermediate conductivity relating to magnetics 

of 170-360 /. The strongest and best looking anomaly occurs 

on line 8 but line 9 is also of some interest since it shows 

two distinct peaks, each with a magnetic correlation*

Followup is recommended.

Zone S-24 Rating 50

Category B- 

Line 13 Anomaly C

A visual check will be needed to adequately explain 

this response. According to the film it plots between two 

linears or cut-lines, one possibly reflecting a pipeline. 

The other could be some ancillary culture, maybe a powerline, 

There is, however, nothing visible like a building which 

would explain the sudden rise in amplitude which is recorded 

here.

g&oterrex
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This response is certainly much stronger than 

others along the same source. It is also very well shaped 

with no distinct cultural characteristics. It reflects 

a highly conductive material, but one which is not directly 

associated to magnetics. The magnetic profile shows only 

a well offset peak of 110 gammas.

Zone 3-25 Rating 57 

Category 6

Line 41 Anomaly H

This looks like a rather short source and one which 

is quite favorably isolated. It plots very close to the 

shore of a lake where there might be some cultural conductor, 

but there is no proof of a man-made source on the film, only 

bush.

The EM response itself is moderately strong on the 

N-S profile reflecting high conductivity. Conductivity is 

also fairly good on the E-W line, although amplitude is in a 

much lower range. The response exhibits a very broad character 

as well and is definitely not typically cultural in appearance. 

Magnetic association is also indicated, providing more support 

for a geological source. It is in the range of 90-180 gammas.

geoterrex
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As for the anomalies directly east within the lake, 

they are all poorly conductive and surficial looking, with 

the exception of the anomaly on line 42. It could be 

part of zone S-25 since it also reflects good conductivity.

Zone S-26 Rating 56

Category B

Line 38 Anomaly G 

Line 39 Anomaly H 

Line 40 Anomaly F

The anomalies on lines 41 to 52 are very weak and 

very narrow. They look as if they might be cultural, 

except that they seem to follow a magnetic trend. Even 

if non-cultural they represent a very poorly developed 

source and one which is too long to be a good prospect.

The three anomalies shown as zone S-26 are different, 

however. They have much better character and good width. 

They indicate a high range of conductivity and an interesting 

magnetic environment. The 140 gamma peak directly coincident 

on line 38 becomes a much narrower, sharper peak of 300 

gammas at line 39. This 300 gamma feature is not visible 

on line 40, implying a possible localized magnetic high. 

Line 40 shows a flat magnetic horizon, but with a hint of a 

negative component. Such a magnetic contrast could be a 

pyrrhotite indicator.

gftoterrex



The tracking film shows no man-made construction 

at line 38, but there is some sort of track or road at 

line 39. The same tracks are also visible on line 40. 

Obviously a check for a cultural explanation should be 

carried out here before other work is considered.

Zone S-27 Rating .55

Category B 
- Line 49 Anomaly E

through 

Line 59 Anomaly G

The main conductor here is a long band coincident 

with a very linear, straight shore line. It might be con 

trolled by faulting or a shear zone, and probably continues 

further onto sheet 2 where it shows up only as very weak 

EM (see Zone S-39).

The EM responses are weak on the extremities but 

moderately strong from lines 52 through 56. They reflect 

a highly conductive material throughout and are bedrock in 

appearance rather than surficial. The related magnetics 

have amplitudes of 70-180 gammas.
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The main conductor is too long to be a good target, 

but on the south flank there are some shorter looking 

sources which could be satellites of interest. .Anomalies 

55-F and 56-H, for instance, may be worth a medium priority 

check. The former is part of a broad multiple response, 

but the latter shows up well as a separate peak with high 

conductivity. It locates on the shore and in dense bush. 

There is no apparent cultural contribution. The anomaly 

on line 56 also has good magnetic support, being directly 

on a 350 gamma peak. This peak drops to 140 gammas at 

line 55 and is very reduced on line 57 as well.

The other satellite is longer and visible on at 

least four flight lines. It includes anomalies 53-D 

through 56-G, The best character is considered to be the 

response on line 54 (anomaly F) which has a hint of 

dualness to its character. It also reflects fairly high 

conductivity, but the associated magnetics are weak (20-70 

The film does not reveal coincidence with culture.

As for the single line response on line 56, mapped 

as anomaly DI, its true character is completely obscured by 

the neighbouring conductors. It suggests possible high 

conductivity but lacks magnetic support.
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Zone S-30 Rating 51

Category B 

Line 42 Anomaly D

through 

Line 47 Anomaly E

Zone S-31 Rating 30

Category C 

Line 47 Anomaly El

through 

Line 51 Anomaly C

.Zone S-3(L represents a dual conductor with moderate 

EM and high conductivity. It is best developed at line 44

OGoterrex
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where an increase in EM amplitude coincides with an increase 

in the magnetic value. The coincident magnetic peak is 

sharp with relative intensity of 520 gammas.

The zone has fair strike length on its own, but 

the nearby zone S-31 could easily be a related, less developed 

extension. It shows very weak EM and a lower range of 

conductivity. There are no anomalies of apparent interest.

Magnetic support in this section is sporadic as well 

as weak (20-50

Zone S-32 Rating 50

Category B 

Line 55 Anomaly C

through 

Line 61 Anomaly E

This conductor has a fair strike length of about one 

mile. It also reflects high conductivity and consistently 

follows the magnetic trend (30-220 /). The individual res 

ponses are not too impressive, however, showing amplitude 

in the weak to moderate range. The best EM character is to 

be found on lines 56 and 58, if some work is considered. 

There is some faint hint of dual character in these anomalies, 

but primarily they are single peaks with probable fair 

potential at best.
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Zone S-33 Rating 44

Category B-

Line 50 Anomaly E 

Line 51 Anomaly B 

Line 52 Anomaly C

This conductor might be just an extension of one 

of the longer sources developing to the east. It shows up 

as low amplitude anomalies reflecting good conductivity 

and reasonable character. Character is best developed at 

line 50 where there is an 80 gamma peak only fractionally 

offset, but this is regarded only as a low priority selection.

There is no visible association to culture.

Zone S-34 Rating 41

Category B- 

Line 55 Anomaly B

through 

Line 61 Anomaly D

The EM here is very weak as well as poor looking and 

broad. Amplitude is slightly stronger at line 57 but still 

unimpressive. From a geophysical viewpoint a lo'w rating is 

warranted.
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We note, however, that the conductor follows a 

magnetic trend of 120 to 530 gammas, and seems to correlate 

with a metavolcanic band mapped by geology.

Zone S-35 Rating 47

Category 8- 

Line 53 Anomaly A

through 

Line 60 Anomaly B

The strongest EM in this zone occurs within the 

lake on lines 58, 59 and 60. These are moderately strong 

anomalies with good narrow shape, and they do not suggest 

a surficial origin like conductive lake bottom. They are 

highly conductive but lacking direct magnetic expression.

The EM to the west on lines 53, 54 and 56 is slightly 

displaced and certainly much weaker, but seems to relate 

more to magnetics. The magnetic association is particularly 

interesting at line 53 where the weak 50-70 / trend suddenly 

becomes a sharp 350 gamma peak. The correlating EM response 

on this line remains very poor, however.

Considering this zone as one single source, total 

strike length is fair, about one mile.
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*

Ad d it ion g1 Res p on s e s

The following tabulation consists of very questionable 

anomalies which seem to have little chance of being a 

bedrock source of interest. Evidence for culture or 

surficial origin is not conclusive enough to write off 

these anomalies completely, but they do not seem to warrant 

being zoned or discussed in much detail.

The tabulations are designed mainly to identify 

the pertinent information regarding the film check, magnetic 

association,anomaly character and apparent conductivity.
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IT k i. ..5HOAL...LAKE. 33. SHEET

fid. ratio conductivity comments

65 J114.5/.7' 

(G)

30/10 High

:

13NJ149.2/4: 50/10 

(BI) J

High

27N 416o95-| 50/10 
417.21 I

(FI) !

43$060.1^ 
44NJ 080.5/68

' (H)

70/50 
90/80

High

Intermediate 
To High

..This-anomaly looks
'I i solated on the 
Iplan map 0 Film shows 
|only bush but a 
^cultural explanation 
jis suspected because 
|of the anomaly's 
Icharacter. It is
very weak and quite
narrow. There is a
260 ) mag peak
correlating.

*j

IThis is a very isolated 
anomaly on the south 
shore of High Lake 
but its character is 
irregular and suspect. 
There is no mag 
support.

Suspect to some degree 
because the quadrature 
component is so slight. 
The in-phase, however, 
is reasonably well 
developedo No direct 
mag. Might be caused 
by the aircraft verring 
suddenly upward.

Both anomalies occur 
within a long string 
of cultural type 
anomalies. Amplitudes 
not enhanced but both 
responses seem to have 
slightly more width 
than the usual 
cultural type. There 
is some magnetic 
association as well, 
with a direct 180 / 
peak at line 44 and 
a slightly offset 
peak at line 43. 
Visual check might be
considerejpterrex



A 1-1 re A S HOAL L AKE
34. SHEET

11
1

fid. ratio conductivity comments

49Nill5.05/ 
1 .30 

(A)

49NJ115.35/ 
| .5

! (B)

53N 177.8/ 
.91

(B)

50/90 Low to 
Intermediate

60/130

40/5

Low to 
Intermediate

High

The source of this 
anomaly appears to be 
very short and con 
fined to lines 48 and 
49. Culture is the 
suspected cause since 
the film shows a 
possible linear or 
cut-line very close 
to the peak position. 
The anomaly character 
is narrow but not the 
conclusive cultural 
type. A sharp 180 / 
peak is also coincident.

JThis anomaly occurs within 
a long string of EM res 
ponses. A cultural source 
is expected because of the 
very weak, narrow character 
of the EM, but the film 
shows no definite culture 
at any line. Possibly 
the zone is really a 
very poorly developed 
geological zone.
|Certainly it seems to 
follow the magnetic trend 
very well (100-380 /). 
The anomaly pointed out 
here is the best developed 
of the group.

This narrow, small source 
was picked up on both the 
N-S and E-W profiles. 
Culture suspected but' 
not confirmed on the 
tracking film. Small 
30 ) correlation on E-W
line*a

1
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164WJ076.7/
I .9

165E 097.6/ 
.75

80/30

50/5

60/30

High 

High 

High

 ;This is a narrow 
|j source, identified 
|only on the E-W 
^profiles. No mag
-1 support. Film 
inconclusive but 
during the survey

I the operator noted 
a possible power- 
line. The anomaly : 
character is sharp 
and narrow, quite 
consistent with a 
cultural interpretation.
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36. 

SHEET 2

Zone S-36 Rating 45

Category B- 

Line 64 Anomaly R

through 

Line 78 Anomaly K

This long source along the edge of the grid is 

probably part of the same formational unit as zones 

S-1 through S-7. It reflects the same consistent high 

conductivity and relates to a similar active magnetic 

trend. This trend reflects some very large amplitudes 

(up to 3300 /) and some associated magnetite (line 77).

The EM itself is quite well developed from line 

to line and moderately strong at several locations. What 

is lacking, however, is any really striking variability 

to denote a separate source. We note only that some of 

the strongest anomalies, like 74-K, also happen to 

coincide with an increase in the magnetics, and this is 

one possible target, if work is considered. In our 

opinion, such selections belong in the low priority 

grouping.

Zone S-37 Rating 55

Category B

Line 63 Anomaly M 

Line 64 Anomaly P 

Line 65 Anomaly N

gqoterrex



37.

This zone has been given a "fair" rating because 

of its apparent short extent. Certainly it could be a 

satellite of interest lying on the north flank of zone 

S-3. In such formational environments, however, there 

is always the danger of longer sources reappearing 

sporadically. Possibly this is just an extension of 

the long zone S-l seen on sheet 1,

The EM itself has only moderate amplitude but 

reflects a highly conductive material. Magnetic association 

is good and direct at lines 63 and 64, but at line 65 

the same magnetic shoulder looks more offset. Amplitude 

of the magnetic feature ranges between 300-500 gammas.

Zone S-38 Rating 46

Category B-

Line 67 Anomaly J 

Line 68 Anomaly L

During the survey, the operator in the aircraft 

thought he recognized a powerline in this vicinity. 

This could account for the higher conductivity which is 

reflected at line 68. On the film, however, there is no 

evidence of culture.
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38.

The conductor appears to locate just within or on 

the edge of a small lake. It is short as well as coin 

cident with magnetics (140-300 /), but the same magnetic 

trend looks as if it continues eastward and is not as 

localized as the EM. The EM is weak, even surficial 

looking at line 67. The response on line 68 has much 

better apparent character with regard to width and. 

conductivity, but the possibility of culture would have 

to be eliminated before considering other work.

Zone S-39 Rating 32 

Category C

Line 61 Anomaly FI

through 

Line 74 Anomaly G

The width, conductivity and magnetic association 

(100-150 /) at lines 62 and 63 could possibly reflect 

bedrock origin. The other responses in this long trend 

are much weaker and poorer, with a sharpness and narrowness 

which looks more like culture. They do, however, continue 

to follow the magnetic trend reasonably well.

If this is not a cultural conductor, then it must be 

very poorly developed and quite shallow. It is also too 

long to warrant anything but a low rating, especially 

considering the possibility that it might be related to 

the equally long zone S-27.
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•Zone S-41 Rating 64

Category B+ 
Line 82 Anomaly C

through 

Line 86 Anomaly E

gqoterrex



40.

Zone S-42 Rating 64

Category B+ 

Line 81 Anomaly D

through 

Line 86 Anomaly D

These zones also look like rather interesting 

followup prospects. They lie in a broken up, distorted 

metavolcanic environment described on the geological 

map as dacitic agglomerate with interbedded metasediments.

The main conductor of zone S-41 extends from line 

83 through to line 86 and falls within the lake except 

for line 83. It shows up as moderately strong EM which 

is best developed on the west end. Magnetic amplitudes 

are also strongest in that section (1700-2930 /). A 

dual source is anticipated because of the broad character 

at line 84 and the slight suggestion of double peaking 

at line 83. Line 153, however, shows only a very strong 

single peak directly on a 2160 gamma high.

The anomaly C on line 82 may also be a bedrock 

indicator. Certainly it has narrow, well developed 

in-phase which could conceivably map some conductor in 

addition to the conductive lake bottom. It may reflect 

the end of zone S-41 or maybe even a separate source. 

Certainly it looks very different magnetically with its 

small 70 gamma correlation.
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East of zone S-41 there is some slight in-phase 

component within the lake as well, but it is too 

inconclusive. Conductive lake bottom only may be 

indicated there.

Zone S-42 has an irregular, arcuate shape and 

even stronger EM anomalies* The material is very 

highly conductive and directly associated with magnetics 

of 300-1600 gammas. Anomaly character is dual for the 

most part and shows enough variability along strike to 

suggest a fair prospect. Strike length is also fair. 

It could be tested at line 148 where a very strong EM 

peak correlates with 1600 gammas or at line 84 where 

a 360 gamma correlation is indicated.

Zone S-43 Rating 70

Category A 

Line 83 Anomaly D

and 

Line 147 Anomaly C

This is a highly rated, short looking source on the 

south side of zone S-42. It is a fairly strong anomaly 

on both the E-W and N-S profile and it reflects high 

conductivity. Correlation with magnetics is direct and 

in the range of 1900-2200 gammas.
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A check of adjacent lines suggests this may be a 

localized magnetic high and a top priority prospect.

The tracking film reveals location in dense bush.

Zone S-44 Rating 47

Category 8- 

Line 92 Anomaly E 

Line 93 Anomaly F

The sharpness of these anomalies suggests cultural 

origin and there is some evidence on the film to support 

such an interpretation. There is a building on line 92 

and it is very close to the EM peak position. That EM 

anomaly is dual in character, implying two narrow, very 

closely spaced conductors.

There is no man-made construction visible at line 93. 

If a visual check confirms no .cultural association, then 

some ground geophysics might be considered because of the 

magnetics. There is a very prominent 800 gamma peak on 

line 92. It does continue to adjacent lines but only with 

a great reduction in amplitude.
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Zone $-45 Rating 40

Category 13- 

Line 67 Anomaly D

through 

Line 82 Anomaly AI

This is a very long, narrow conductor composed of 

many very weak anomalies. It looks like a sporadically 

developed bedrock feature. Its extension into the lake 

is somewhat tentative, but certainly the in-phase component 

is reasonably well developed to suspect a continuation. 

The lake bottom itself is also conductive, and the 

surficial component is obvious on several lines.

v

The best character is seen at lines 74, 75 and 76,

and this section also has some magnetic support (40-90 /). 

These are nicely developed anomalies with moderate 

amplitude and high conductivity.

No cultural contribution is visible*
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Zone S-46 Rating 55

Category 6 

Line 79 Anomaly D

through 

Line 88 Anomaly A

The anomalies on lines 80 and 81 suggest a fairly 

interesting source. They have good amplitude and dual 

character with conductivity in the high range at line 80. 

There is a noticeable drop to low to intermediate 

conductivity on line 81.

The magnetic feature is also best developed at 

line 80. This feature seems to be abruptly truncated 

to the east since it is completely gone by line 81 and 

it is reduced to the west as well (130 /). A check is 

definitely warranted because of this apparent localization. 

It is tempting even to consider the strong EM anomaly 

on line 80 as a separate source and to rate it higher.

The remaining anomalies to the east on the same 

trend look primarily surficial in nature. They generally 

reflect low conductivity. A few do have some in-phase, 

however, so there could be a weakly developed bedrock 

feature as well. Anomalies 88-A and 87-B in particular 

look like possible bedrock responses. They occur in the 

proximity of a magnetic zone of 500-800 gammas.
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Zone S-47

45.

Rating 34 

Category C

Line 91 Anomaly D

through 

Line 99 Anomaly B

The EM in this zone have weak to moderate amplitude 

with narrow, poor looking character. They indicate a 

poor target with a discouragingly long length. The material 

has variable conductivity and at best relates only indirectly to 

magnetics. The magnetic trend is well offset and ranges 

from 400-1300 gammas.

The best character in the zone is undoubtedly the 

response on line 92. By itself this is a fairly good 

looking anomaly, dual in character and reflecting high 

conductivity at one peak. The film shows no culture at 

this strongest peak but the other falls on a faint straight 

line feature on the film. It might possibly be some 

cultural indicator.

Zone S-48 Rating 34 

Category C

Line 63 Anomaly D

through 

Line 68 Anomaly D
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These are predominately narrow, weak anomalies 

and coincident culture would certainly adequate 

explain the recorded character. Lines 63 and 65 

in particular look like narrow sources right at 

surface.

Shape and width is better at line 66 and con 

ductivity there is also fairly high. There is no 

direct magnetic association, however, only an offset zone 

of 30-210 gammas. A poor rating seems to be warranted.

There is no confirmation of culture here on 

the tracking film.



Zone S-50 Rating 60

Category B
Line 78 Anomaly E 

Line 79 Anomaly C 

Line 80 Anomaly D

The recorded amplitude is rather small here but 

nevertheless overall EM character is reasonable. The 

source has an intermediate conductivity and, above all, 

looks quite favorably short. It is associated with magnetic
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peaks also, and these show considerable variability along 

strike. The broad magnetic high of 110-240 gammas on 

lines 79 and 80 becomes a strong, sharp 800 gamma peak 

at line 78. There is no sign of the same 800 gammas at 

line 77, indicating an abrupt truncation.

No cultural contribution was identified.

Zone S-51 Rating 60 

Category B

Line 83 Anomaly A

This is a single, moderately strong anomaly offset 

from nearby longer conductors. Hopefully it represents 

a short source and a non-cultural one. The film shows 

only bush at the peak position, but on the adjacent line 

84, a possible cut-line was noted, leading to this 

selection. Probably a visual check should preceed other 

work here.

The source has high apparent conductivity and a 

magnetic expression of 80 gammas.

Zone S-52

Line 83 Anomaly B

through 

Line 86 Anomaly B

Rating 44 

Category B-

g&oterrex



Zone S-53

50.

Rating 42 

Category B-

Line 82 Anomaly A

through 

Line 87 Anomaly A

Zone S-54 Rating 38 

Category C

Line 90 Anomaly A

through 

Line 94 Anomaly D

Zone S-52 outlines low amplitude anomalies, most 

with dual character. They reflect a source with high 

conductivity and length of about 1 mile. Anomaly 

character is not the obvious cultural type but the film 

shows linears and tracks on three out of four lines. 

The magnetics is most often offset as well.

Zone S-53 may also be related to culture since 

tracks are distinctly visible on some lines. Again, 

however, anomaly character is not really that consistent 

with a cultural interpretation, especially the broad, 

dual type seen at line 87.
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The source has an intermediate to high conductivity 

and length is in the range of one mile. Even if non- 

cultural, it too should probably be regarded as a 

relatively poor target.

Zone S-54 falls along a river and some of the EM 

peaks plot right on the edge of the shore. There is 

obviously some surficial component here, judging by 

the broad anomaly character at lines 91 and 94, but 

the other responses suggest a narrower origin. There 

is weak magnetic association as well, but the recorded 

conductivity is low to intermediate.

Cultural contribution is also suspected here, 

at least at line 90, anomaly A, That EM peak falls 

directly on a clear linear.
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commenta

|Small amplitude response 
ibut well shaped. No 
|mag. Film shows bush 
|and no apparent culture 
Ibut width of anomaly 
|is rather close to the 
cultural type.

Small anomaly only 
slightly offset from 
formational trend of 
zone S-4. Probably 

jnarrow source and may 
be a cultural one.',

Film suggests possible 
jwide cut-line through 
Ibush. Small 40 /
^correlation.
1
ISmall narrow anomaly
fslightly offset from 
flong cultural string. 
ICulture is the sus-
fe

Ipected cause but there 
s no proof on the film. 
10 / correlation, 
djacent line 6.3, 
nomaly F looks even 
ore cultural in

Jbppearance.

ooks very isolated 
lbut very weak and 
|>oor looking.
lOffset 40 /• Narrow.
î shallow origin.

pother narrow 
ipnomalies with 
|small amplitude

>ut well resolved
ibove background.
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line fid.

84SI252.98/ I 
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104S

I i
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| (D) 
j
1

30/20 High

393.3/ I 35/20 
.42 | 
(C) !

Intermediate

60/40 Intermediate 
To High

c amments

jSuspect culture because 
pf character. Film
hows possible road • 

pt line 83 and a 
ilinear cut through

bush on line 84 
|/hich appears to 
fLead straight back 

the response on 
fLine 83. Magnetic 
Correlation (40-80

only evidence 
fvhich doesn't 
Ifavour cultural
nterpretation.

Looks isolated but
ery weak anomaly 
yith narrow, 
pultural type 
|/idth'. Film shows 
bush with possible 
Clearing. No 
definite culture
'isible.

Plots within lake 
but in-phase com- 
onent looks too 
ell developed to 

be just surficial 
jsource. Slightly 
ffset 30 /. Long 
tring of anomalies 

fto west along shore 
lot along road and 
re thought to be 
ultural indicators. 

f)ffset anomaly E on 
iine 111 falls on 
junction, according 
to film.
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003.O/ 
.15 
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40/30 Intermediate 
To High

commentB
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||Narrow source noted 
only because of 
coincidence with 
mag of 150 /. 
Suspect cultural 
conductor since 
film reveals cabin 
just west of flight 
path.
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55. 

SHEET 3

Zone S-55 Rating 40

Category B-

Line 61 Anomaly B 

Line 62 Anomaly D 

Line 63 Anomaly CI

These are poor looking anomalies within a small 

lake. Conductive lake bottom is the most probable 

explanation, but the responses have better in-phase 

character than most surficial types. There is some 

direct magnetic association as well, at least on lines 

61 and 62. At line 63 the same magnetic feature is more 

offset but still looks like it might be related. The 

recorded conductivity is intermediate. Maybe it is related 

to zone S-49 on sheet 2.

The zone is regarded as a questionable selection, 

with followup dependent on available geological support.

Zone S-56 Rating 29
Category C

Line 112 Anomaly B

through 
Line 121 Anomaly B, BI
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This is a long, broad zone with open extent to the 

east. It falls completely within the lake.

There is obviouslyan extensive surficial marker here, 

but some of the anomalies also show a well developed 

in-phase. Possibly there is a bedrock conductor here as 

well. There is some magnetic support for such an 

interpretation on lines 120 and 121, but generally the 

source is non-magnetic. It is regarded as a very 

questionable prospect. Even if it does reflect bedrock, 

it looks unfavorably long.

Zone S~57 Rating 51

Category B 

Line 64 Anomaly D

through 

Line 67 Anomaly B

This conductor has reasonably fair length of about 

3/4 - 1 mile. The EM is very weak, however, except at line 

64. That response has a moderate amplitude and some 

dualness to its character. It reflects a source with high 

conductivity lying on a magnetic gradient. There is no 

direct magnetic expression nor any apparent cultural 

association.
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Zone S-58 Rating 49

Category B- 

Line 62 Anomalies B, C

through 

Line 66 Anomaly B

This broad zone reflects double EM on most of the 

flight lines. It has an intermediate to high conductivity 

plus some direct correlation with magnetics on the north 

band. The strongest EM amplitude is on the south side, 

however, at 63-B and 64-A. These have no apparent magnetic 

expression.

The zone itself has length under one mile, but the 

pattern and density of conductors in the immediate area 

points to a possible formational environment. Possibly 

this zone is really just part of a longer, broken 

conductive trend which would include zone S-60 to the 

east and maybe zone S-81 on sheet 4 as well.

The small, narrow anomaly 62-B falls directly on 

a road, but no other culture was sighted here.

Zone S-59 Rating 29

Category C 

Line 70 Anomaly C

through 

Line 61 Anomaly A
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Followup of this zone will depend upon the geology. 

On the basis of the geophysical results, it looks like 

a very poor prospect, hardly worth considering.

It is a very long conductor (1.5 miles) and a very 

sporadic, weakly developed one. The individual responses 

appear to be predominately narrow and poorly conductive. 

Good magnetic support is also locking.

Only two responses have reasonable EM character. 

These are the slightly stronger anomalies on lines 73 

and 74 which reflect a better conductivity in the 

intermediate range.

No cultural features were noted on the film.

Zone S-60 Rating 40 

Category B-

Line 72 Anomaly C

through 

Line 80 Anomaly A

The predominant conductive material here has low 

to intermediate conductivity. Weak anomaly amplitudes 

are most common, but there is a definite intensity 

increase at line 74, anomaly C. It is moderately strong, 

well developed and highly conductive. It has no direct 

magnetic expression but falls on a gradient or magnetic contact,
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The response locates in bush, according to the film, 

and probably warrants a check. Only low priority is 

suggested/ however, since total strike length here is 

slightly over one mile. The zone may also be a 

formational type, considering that it seems to lie on 

the same trend as the equally long zone S-58.

Zone S-61 Rating 22

Category C 

Line 62 Anomaly A

through 

Line 102 Anomaly A

Sheets 3 and 4

These exceedingly weak anomalies map a very long 

trend of low conductivity. Some appear to be only 

slightly offset from a narrow/ dyke-like magnetic high 

of 100-600 gammas.

The only anomaly with fair character is the one on 

line 74. I t h as high apparent conductivity but is still 

the narrow, low amplitude type. It looks too poor to 

recommend without geological support.

No definite cultural association was noted but there 

may be cut-lines in the bush on lines 71, 72 and 73.
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Zone S-62 Rating 50

Category B 

Line 75 Anomaly A

through

Line 193 Anomaly B 

Sheets 3 and 4

This NE-SW trending conductor continues for more 

than two miles on sheet 3 and on into the lake on sheet 

4 as well. It may belong to a metasediment unit of 

greywacke and slate.

Much of the formation has low apparent conductivity/ 

but between lines 210 and 215 there are stronger anomalies 

with higher conductivity. These have some moderate 

magnetic association, ranging from 40 to 180 gammas, 

but some other sections show comparable magnetic 

correlations. These better developed anomalies thus seem 

to be at best a fair prospect.

The anomalies on sheet 4 on lines 193 through 200 

seem to be on the same horizon and are thought to be a 

continuation of the same conductive material. In that 

section, anomaly 195-A has the best in-phase character. 

The out-of-phase response here is very broad with large 

amplitude, indicating broad extensive surficial material 

on the lake bottom. Only some of these surficial responses 

appear on the EM plan map.
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Zone S-63 Rating 67

Category A 

Line 209 Anomalies E, F, G

There is nothing visible on the film to suggest 

that these three responses may be of cultural origin. 

There are no cabins or roads, only bush.

All three anomalies are well developed with good 

intensity and narrow shape. They seem to imply three 

separate sources with strike perpendicular to the flight 

line rather than one single conductor along strike. All 

three also look important enough to be carefully checked. 

They appear to be isolated, short in extent plus highly 

conductive.

The moderately strong response designated as E falls 

on one flank of a 2500 gamma magnetic high. There is no 

sign of direct magnetic expression.
1

Anomaly F looks quite comparable only a little stronger 

in intensity and directly on the strong mag feature. The 

adjacent lines show no definite N-S extension of the same 

very highly conductive material. Directly north there is 

only a negative in-phase response denoting a small magnetite 

pocket. As for the 2500 gamma /feature itself, it apparently 

continues for some distance to the south or southwest, but 

decreases in amplitude rapidly to the north. By line 212 

it is only a 500 gamma peak.
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As for anomaly G, it has smaller amplitude but is 

definitely well resolved. It relates directly to a sharp 

140 gamma peak which is not visible on the adjacent flight 

lines 208 and 210. It also looks like a very interesting 

prospect,

Zone S-64 Rating 65

Category A 

Line 193 Anomaly E

This anomaly locates well back from the shore line 

of the lake and in dense bush. According to the tracking 

film, there may be some building or construction in the 

immediate area. If a visual check confirms culture, it 

would have to be a very strong and very broad conductor 

to adequately explain the anomaly which is recorded here. 
This is an unusually large amplitude response with double

peaks. It denotes a dual source or else a very broad 

one with very high apparent conductivity. If non-cultural, 

it would certainly be a top priority target since it points 

to a very localized, short conductor.

There is only weak magnetic support, possibly 20-40 

gamma s.
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Zone S-65 Rating 51

Category B 

Line 193 Anomaly D

through 

Line 200 Anomaly C

Sheets 3 and 4

This long source continues for about 1.5 miles. 

Geology suggests a possible contact in this vicinity, as 

does the magnetic data.

The EM responses are moderate in amplitude with 

conductivity in the intermediate to high range. Character 

and intensity is best at lines 198 and 199 and there is 

some association with a magnetic shoulder there as well 

(60-400 /). This section alone may be a fair target.

No contribution from culture was noted.
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conductivity comments
: ;:s®^e&&?»;x^^ ?^- Kvzm&^zzmiiz^x?!!!!**

Rather narrow response
with nice 250 %
correlation. Could 

| be culture but no 
Iproof on film.
i

iRather poorly shaped 
ibut coincident withcoincident withbut
i 1 60 ^f. Film shows 
[possible clearing. 
fCulture beside lake 
! suspected.

'•Narrow anomaly with 
small amplitude. No 
direct mag. Looks 
isolated in bush. 
No apparent culture 
on film but culture 
still suspected to 
slight degree because 
of character.

Small anomaly but fair 
character plus 240 
gamma correlation. 
Film shows cleared 
area in bush.

The response on line 
91 has a very broad 
in-phase and is 
flanked on either 
side by extensive 
surficial material 
in the lake. It 
suggests a source 
with intermediate 
conductivity lying 
close to an area
where there are 
several cultural
conductors and cabins. 
The film shows no 
direct coincidence
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comments
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with culture. The 
response on line 92 
is narrower and more 
cultural looking. 
It too is surrounded 
by poorly conductive 
surficial material. 
Nothing on film to 
account for narrow 
in-phase.

Good in-phase suggests 
source in addition to 
surficial one. Culture 
suspected because of 
location along shore 1 
jline but not confirmed 
|by film check. Mag 
correlation of 100 jf.

This is a broad/ 
double anomaly occur 
ring very close to a 
road. Cultural con 
ductor suspected. 
EM coincides with 
equally broad mag 
of 200 ^f. Very weak 
EM on adjacent line 
103 does not relate 
to culture on film 
and falls on same 
mag feature.

Sharpness could be 
indicative of culture 
but film shows only 
bush here. 120 jf 
coincident. Adjacent 
line 189 also shows 
irregular, broad 
anomaly but its 
character may be 
distorted by a sudden 
altitude change, (up 
to 200 feet). Film 
shows bush at line189 ° s g&oterrex
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High

High

70/15 High

Film shows only bush 
here. Rather narrow 
source on flank of 
760 /. Adjacent very , 
weak anomaly B has 
small 70 / correlation.

Occurs right beside 
lake but no cabin 
or other culture 
visible on film. 
Rather interesting 
anomaly on flank 
of large mag of 
1000 J. Character 
has some cultural 
characteristics but 
evidence is far 
from conclusive.

No visible culture 
on film but character 
suggests culture to 
slight degree. Could 
be some contribution 
from aircraft fluctuation 
as well/ since acceler- 
ometer trace shows 
shift. No mag. Weak 
EM on same horizon 
on adjacent lines 
look narrower and 
more cultural.
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67.
SHEET 4

Zone S-66 Rating 46

Category B- 

Line 20 Anomaly CI

through 

Line 35 Anomaly F

The main constituent in this long zone is a highly 

conductive material. It continues for about two miles, 

sporadically following a moderately active magnetic trend 

(100-200 J). On the basis of length, it looks like a relatively 

poor prospect, probably a formational type.

If work is considered, possible targets might 

include anomaly E on line 25 or maybe the smaller EM response 

on line 32. The former reflects an increase in amplitude 

compared to adjacent lines and correlates with a broad mag 

peak of TOO gammas. This magnetic feature is a mere 30 

gammas on line 26. Apparent conductivity is high.

Anomaly G on line 32 is also highly conductive. 

It correlates with a fairly sharp 200 gamma high.

Zone S-67 . Rating 53

Category B 

Line 34 Anomaly F

through. 

Line 37 Anomaly C
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This source shows up best on the N-S profiles. 

On the E-W lines it is defined only by a quadrature 

anomaly reflecting low apparent conductivity. There 

could be some relationship to the nearby long zone S-68, 

but on the other hand it could also be a more interesting 

separate source. A check is suggested, on a medium priority 

basis.

The zone has fair strike length of about 3/4 mile. 

The EM responses are also fair in character, becoming 

progressively stronger and more conductive to the east. 

Line 37 shows the best developed anomaly, a high conductivity 

response occurring near the road. A magnetic axis of 50-130
i

gamma is associated with the conductive material.

No direct cultural association was noted on line 37 

nor on the other flight lines.

Zone S-68 Rating 47

Category 13- 

Line 16 Anomaly B
through 

Line 30 Anomaly E

To the west this long zone is very sporadic and 

the EM is generally very weak. .At line 25, however, the
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conductor begins to improve noticeably and shows high 

conductivity plus good EM shape. The section on lines 

25, 26 and 27 relates to a small mag high of 20-50 

gammas while at lines 29 and 30 there is a stronger, 

sharper magnetic assoication of 120-140 gammas which 

might also be worth a low priority check.

Total strike length is two miles.

Zone S-69 Rating 36

Category C 

Line 1 Anomaly B

through 

Line 34 Anomaly E

According to the geology map, this zone may lie 

on the edge of a band of rhyolitic material. It is a 

very long source, containing no obvious localized 

enhancements.

The material is highly conductive and relatively 

shallow looking on lines 1 to 5. Anomaly B on line 1 

shows better amplitude and shape than the others, but 

is still only a low priority target, in our opinion.

To the east around line 25 the zone has the same 

high conductivity, but the anomalies look significantly 

broader. Greater depth could be reflected.
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The formation probably continues into the lake 

as well, since some of the anomalies within the water 

have quite well developed in-phase components.

Zone 5-70 Rating 44

Category B- 

Line 10 Anomaly A

through 

Line 17 Anomaly A

A rather low rating has been assigned to this 

conductor because the indicated conductivity is not very 

high and because there is no direct magnetic association. 

It has reasonably fair length, however, just under one mile, 

and is probably worth at least a low priority check.

The EM is relatively weak and poorly conductive, 

except at line 13. That response looks quite enhanced, 

indicating a source with intermediate conductivity lying 

to one side of a magnetic zone of 90-100 gammas. According 

to the geology map, it locates on the edge of rhyolites.

Zone S-71 Rating 50

Category B 

Line 14 Anomaly B

through 

Line 33 Anomaly C
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Zone S-71A Rating 37

Category C 

Line 31 Anomaly C

through 

Line 34 Anomaly D

The conductor mapped as S-71 shows considerable 

variability along strike, both electromagnetically and 

magnetically. It occurs within a unit of metavolcanics 

and in the vicinity of a mapped anticlinal feature.

Good EM character begins on line 18 where the 

conductor follows a magnetic axis of 200-800 gammas. 

For the most part, this axis is offset to the north 

rather than directly coinciding. The EM becomes dual 

at line 25 where a second magnetic peak appears on the 

flank of the 700 gamma feature. This magnetic shoulder 

becomes a better developed separate peak on lines 26A, 

27 and 28 and is virtually coincident with the EM. The 

indicated conductivity is high. Close by on line 24 is 

a negative response reflecting associated magnetite.

Another response of interest is the one on line 32, 

anomaly C. It looks very enhanced compared to adjacent 

lines but falls more on the flank of the magnetic trend 

(1550 J).
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As for the neighbouring small conductor to the south 

mapped as zone S-71Aj it reflects low conductivity all along 

strike. It lies on the south side of a strong magnetic 

high (1000-1300 /) and parallels the road. Only the 

response on line 31 shows any in-phase at all.

Zone S-72

Line 35 

Line 36 

Line 37

Anomaly D 

Anomaly D 

Anomaly B

Rating 65 

Category A

Zone S-73 Rating 55 

Category B

Line 38 Anomaly B

through 

Line 44 Anomaly B

A rather high priority might be warranted for zone 

S-72 since there is some evidence of a localized, short 

source.

The conductor appears as a single EM peak on lines 

35 and 37, but as a stronger dual anomaly on line 36. The 

dual character plus the increased amplitude plus the sudden 

appearance of correlating magnetics (140 /) all point to a 

fairly interesting prospect at line 36. That magnetic peak

geoterrex
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does extend to line 37, but only with decreased amplitude 

(50 gammas).

The source has high apparent conductivity on all 

three flight lines.

Zone S-73 most certainly could be related but it 

looks slightly offset to the north. It is highly conductive 

like zone S-72and shows a fair strike length of about 

one mile. It is more or less coincident with the road 

at lines 38 and 39 but well offset on the other lines.

This conductor also shows considerable magnetic 

variability. At lines 38 and 39 amplitudes are strong, in 

the range of 900 gammas, and there is dual or even multiple 

peaking. Magnetite is visible in this area as well, just 

north of the conductive material. By line 41, however, 

the associated magnetics are much weaker, a mere 100-120 

gammas. The larger magnetic zone now lies well off from 

the EM peaks.

Zone S-74 Rating 60

Category 84- 

Line 50 Anomaly A

Zone S-75 Rating 53

Category B

Line 55 Anomaly A 

Line 56 Anomaly B
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Zone S-77 Rating 60

Category B 
Line 31 Anomaly A

through 

Line 37 Anomaly AI

The rating of this zone is based strictly on the 

two anomalies on the western end. These are much better 

developed than the others, and hopefully they represent 

some separate source. Medium priority or better is 
suggested.

Lines 31 and 32 show two very well shaped EM 

anomalies, both with a good direct magnetic correlation 

(160-280 /). Directly west this magnetic zone is 

truncated and to the east it is a mere 40 gammas. It 

looks like a fairly good localization.
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As for the conductivity, it is intermediate 

at line 32, rising to high on line 31.

The rest of the zone from lines 33 to 37 is a 

very poorly developed source with low apparent conductivity.

Zone S-78 Rating 45

Category 13- 

Line 33 Anomaly A

through 

Line 48 Anomalies B, C

This conductor continues for about two miles, 

possibly turning and reaching as far as line 51. According 

to the geology map, it may coincide with a contact between 

a granitic zone and basic metavolcanics.

The EM responses are weak or moderate in amplitude 

and predominately non-magnetic. Variability along strike 

appears limited.

One area of minor interest could be the section on 

lines 39 and 40 where the source appears to broaden and 

increase slightly in amplitude. At line 40 this source is 

dual, part highly conductive, part with low apparent 

conductivity. Neither EM peak has a magnetic correlation.
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Lines 44 and 45 represent another low priority 

target. They have at least some weak magnetic association 

(20-30

Zone S-79

Line 34 

Line 35 

Line 36

Anomaly A 

Anomaly A 

Anomaly A

Rating 47 

Category B-

Zone S-80

Line 47 

Line 48

Anomaly A 

Anomaly A

Rating 45 

Category B-

Both of these zones belong in the low priority 

category. They have rather inconclusive magnetic 

association and indicate a lower range of conductivity.

,Zone $-79, for instance, has very poor character 

on lines 34 and 35. Amplitudes are weak and so is the 

conductivity. Line 36 shows a slightly better anomaly and 

this would be the best place to initiate followup if 

work is considered. Conductivity improves to fair and 

there is a direct coincidence with a 200 gamma peak. 

This same magnetic feature is visible at the other two 

lines also, but there it is slightly offset.
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The anomalies in zone S-80 have stronger amplitude 

but they reflect the same low conductivity. The source 

has a direct magnetic correlation also, but only at one 

line. Other characteristics of interest are its 

narrowness and good short extent.

Zone S-81 Rating 41

Category B-

Line 58 Anomaly BI 

Line 59 Anomaly B

The only anomaly of any interest here is the 

response on line 59. It has fair amplitude and double 

peaks, indicating a source with high conductivity. 

Possibly it reflects an extension of zone S-58, which 

also outlines a dual conductor. In any case it is a 

poorly rated conductor because it lacks any direct 

magnetic correlation.

According to the geological map, it falls in a 

basic metavolcanic unit.

Zone $-82 Rating 34

Category C 

Line 2 Anomaly AI

through 

Line 6 Anomaly AI
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This is a very questionable selection, quite likely 

just a surficial type source. It lies completely within 

the lake and in a narrow channel.

The zone is pointed out only because it seems to 

follow along the magnetic trend and because the in-phase 

character on some lines is reasonably shaped and well 

resolved. This suggests at least a faint chance for 

bedrock. We note, however, that the ratios are 

unimpressive and that the indicated conductivity is low. 

Furthermore, the magnetic axis is very long, continuing 

well beyond the mapped EM.

Geological support would definitely be needed before 

considering work here.

Zone S-83 Rating 49

Category B-

Line 1 Anomaly A 

Line 2 Anomaly A 

Line 3 Anomaly A

The full extent of this conductor is unknown. It 

occurs right at the edge of the grid within an area 

mapped as metavolcanics.
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The EM have small amplitude but a well defined 

shape. They reflect a highly conductive, narrow source 

directly on a magnetic axis of 140-180 gammas. Line 1 

shows the strongest EM and the largest magnetic amplitude.

A check is advised, but only a relatively low 

priority has been assigned due to the unknown extension 

to the west.

There is no visible contribution from culture.

Zone S-84 Rating 40

Category 8- 

Line 22 Anomaly AI

through 

Line 31 Anomaly AI

Some of the anomalies here have a dominant 

quadrature and a large surficial component. For the 

most part, however, the material is conductive enough 

to be a bedrock indicator. The source closely follows 

the shoreline for about 1^ miles and is considered to 

be worth at least a low priority rating. It has intermediate 

to high conductivity generally and some individual 

anomalies of interest.
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Line 31 shows a very nice, well shaped response 

and a moderately strong one. It occurs at the very far 

end of the flight line, however, where positioning 

is somewhat uncertain and film coverage is not complete, 

This anomaly is just fractionally offset from a dipping 

magnetic high of 200 gammas.

The response on line 26A is also a stronger one. 

It correlates with a broad 120 gamma magnetic feature 

and suggests a dual conductor.

The weaker anomalies on the shore to the west 

(lines 18, 19 and 20) might be a related extension. 

They follow a magnetic axis of 140-250 gammas and 

reflect an intermediate conductivity. Line 19 has the 

best character in that area.

Zone S-85 Rating 55

Category B 

Line 18 Anomaly A

This is a single, very well developed anomaly 

plotting just on the tip of a small island. The film 

shows no cabin, road or any other cultural feature to 

account for this good looking response.
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The source has high apparent conductivity and a 

direct •magnetic correlation of 170 gammas. There is 

some surficial component here, but it is relatively 

minor.

The anomalies immediately west plotting in the 

water also coincide with magnetics, but the film indicates 

that these fall right on some sort of bridge,

Zone S-86 Rating 32

Category C 

Line 183 Anomaly C

through 

Line 187 Anomaly B

This narrow source has fair length, about 3/4 mile, 

but it lacks magnetic support and any significant 

variability along strike. In addition, all the responses 

are the weak, unimpressive type.

High apparent conductivity is really the only 

favorable feature.

There is no evidence of cultural association on 

the film or mosaic.
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Zone S-87 Rating 48

Category B- 

Line 188 Anomalies C, D

through 

Line 198 Anomaly B

The north half of this conductor relates to a 

very strong magnetic feature which has a maximum amplitude 

of 2800 gammas. The associated magnetite is masking 

the conductivity to some degree, but nevertheless the 

indicated range is intermediate to high. The best 

character seems to be between lines 193 and 197, if 

intensity is used as a criteria. Another section of 

interest is at lines 188 and 189 where the conductor 

becomes dual and shows some relationship to a small 

magnetic shoulder of 80-140 gammas.

The total length of 1.5 miles is discouraging.

Zone S-88 Rating 44

Category B-

Line 176 Anomaly C 

Line 177 Anomaly C 

Line 178 Anomaly D
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Line 178 shows a fairly well developed in-phase 

response with a direct 150 gamma correlation. It 

seems to suggest a narrow source and a highly conductive 

one lying in the midst of extensive surficial material 

which covers the lake bottom. The lake bottom itself 

reflects only a very low conductivity.

At lines 176 and 177 the EM is much weaker but 

still suggestive of a narrower origin. The same magnetic 

feature is also visible but here is slightly offset from 

the EM.

A low priority check might be considered since short 

strike length is indicated.

Zone S-89 Rating 42

Category 13- 

Line 170 Anomalies G, H
through 

Line 175 Anomaly C

The anomalies in this zone are quite well developed 

and moderately strong. They reflect a broad, multiple 

source within the lake which has an intermediate to high 

conductivity. A bedrock zone is anticipated but it looks 

too long to be a very good prospect. It continues for at 

least 3/4 mile and has open extension to the southwest.
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If sampling is considered, the anomaly F on line 

172 is considered to be a slightly better developed type.
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J'and looks too good to be 
I just surficial response, 
| No mag support.

, developed EM
especially at line
;176. Direct mag
Coincidence also
j(230-260 /). Character 
doesn't look cultural 
but film shows line

road offset from<i
'peak position. Could 
J be interesting source
if non-cultural. 

i Looks short plus
isolated.
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developed in-phase. 
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support, however.
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lake. Lake bottom 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Table I on the following page summarizes the 

interpretation of the conductive zones in the Shoal Lake 

Area.

2. Z ones S-18, S-40, S-43, S-63, S-64 and S-72 

are highly rated prospects. They indicate rather isolated 

sources with short extent. Most also have good direct 

magnetic support and high conductivity.

3. There are also a large number of zones with 

fair EM character which may warrant a medium priority 

check. A total of 33 are listed. From these, we note in 

particular zones S-16, S-29, S-41, S-42 and S-74.

4. The remaining conductors identified in this 

survey are considered to be low priority targets from a 

geophysical point of view. Many are very long, formational 

type sources with little apparent variability along strike. 

Some others could be just surficial sources. Geological 

considerations, of course, will determine whether these 

will warrant any further work.

Respectfully submitted,

D;M. Wagg, P. Eng. /
ZA?;/ H/fi#s* tors-
R.K. Dowse, B.A.
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TAj3_LE__ I - Summary of Recommendations and Priorities

High Priority Medium Priority

S-18 S-6
S-40 S-9
S-43 S-10
S-63 S-1 3
S-64 S-16
S-72 S-17

S-20
S-23
S-25
S-26
S-27
S-28
S-29
S-30
S-32
S-37
S-41
S-42
S-46
S-49A
S-50
S-51
S-55
S-57
S-62
S-65
S-67
S-71
S-73
S-74
S-75
S-76
S-77
S-85

>

Low Priority

S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-4A
S-5
S-7
s-n
S-12
S-14
S-1 5
S-1 9
S-21
S-22
S-24
S-33
S-34
S-35
S-36
S-38
S-39
S-44
S-45
S-47
S-49
S-49B
S-49C
S-59*?•" */£.

S-5 3
S-5 4
S-58
S-60
S-66
S-68
S-69
S-70
S-71A
S-78
S 7O — /y
S-80

Not Recommended

S-8
S-31
S-48
S-56
S-59
S-61
S-82

•

»
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TABLE I - Summary of Recommendations.and priorities cont'd.

High Priority Medium Priority Low Priority Not Recommended

S-81 
S-83 
S-84 
S-86 
S-87 
S-88 
S-89

geoterrex



APPENDIX "A"

Following 
used during this

is a description of equipment and procedures 
airborne geophysical survey.

A. EQUIPMENT

1) Aircraft:

The aircraft is a deHavilland Qtter DHC-5 with Canadian 
registration CF-IUZ. This aircraft is a single engine, slow 
speed, high performance type with a gross weight of 8,000 Ibs. 
The aircraft may be equipped with wheels, skis, or floats, as 
required.

2) Electromagnetometer;

The electromagnetic unit is a _Rio Tinto tvoej. measuring 
In-Phase and Out-ofrJ^JiiiA£--£DJiiJiQiifiiiis^ of the secondary field 
at a frequency of 320 cycles oer second f The unit was manu 
factured by Mullard Co. of England and carries their Serial #1.

A transmitter generates a closely controlled sine wave 
of 320 cps which is amplified and fed to a transmitting coil 
mounted on the starboard wing-tip. This coil is iron cored 
and has vertical windings, with coil axis in the direction 
of flight. The circulating coil power is some 7500 volt 
amperes.

A receiving coil is mounted on the port wing, co-planar 
with, and 62 feet from, the transmitting coil. The voltage 
developed in the receiver coil due to the transmitted field 
is some TOO millivolts. In the absence of external conductors, 
this voltage is cancelled by a reference voltage derived dir 
ectly from the transmitter voltage.

When the aircraft comes within range of a conductor, 
the normal (or primary) field is changed by a secondary field 
and the resultant voltage at the receiver coil is amplified 
and passed on to the EM receiver in the aircraft. This signal 
is filtered and split into one component in-phase and one com 
ponent out-of-phase with reference to the transmitter voltage.
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The signals are then passed through phase-sensitive detectors 
where their amplitudes may be read on meters, or recorded on 
a chart, A system of calibration is included so that ampli 
tude of responses (anomalies) may be determined in "parts 
per million" of the primary receiver coil voltage prior to 
cancellation. Noise level of the system due to movement of 
the metal aircraft within the EM field is normally 50 parts 
per million or less. Significant conductors depending on 
distance and size, will produce anomalies of more than 50 
parts per million.

The system is also equipped with a receiver noise chan 
nel operation at a frequency of 268 cps. This channel is 
not susceptible to the electromagnetic response, and is af 
fected only by radiated noise such as power and telephone 
lines, and atmospheric discharges. It is frequently useful 
in determining the validity of electromagnetic anomalies.

An accelerometer is also installed and the output 
recorded on the Edin recorder. This indicates flexure on 
the aircraft and enables discarding of false anomalies which 
may result from the aircraft motion.

Calibration marks are shown on the eight-channel chart, 
and are approximately 8 millimeters for TOO parts per million.

Any anomalies noted are listed in Appendix A of this 
report, indicating position, (fiducial number on the path 
recovery camera), amplitudes, aircraft altitude, magnetic 
relationship if any, relative anomaly rating, and comments 
which may be of significance.

The anomalies are then plotted on the base map in coded 
form, according to a legend shown on the base map. Anomaly 
groups which reflect probable ground conductors are circled 
and numbered. These are described and discussed in the re 
port in the context of geophysical and where possible, geolog 
ical significance.
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3) Magnetometer;

The magnetometer used is a Barringer type AM-1Q1-A 
Nuclear Pre^esfi j nn. Mngr^etnmqter. The sensing head of this 
unit comprises three orthogonal coils in kerosene fluid, 
mounted below the port wing.

The unit is a digital readout total field magnetometer, 
reading at a 1 second rate for 1 aamma sensitivity or at j).5_ 
seconds for a 5 gamma sens!tivjLty. The noise level is nor 
mally +_ 2 u nits, or an approximate 5 gamma envelope.

Output from the magnetometer is fed fram a D to A con 
verter into one channel of the Edin recorder for direct 
comparison with electromagnetic results. It is also fed to 
a rectilinear Moseley Model 680 recorder for detailed study 
or for subsequent contouring of magnetic data.

The usual sensitivity for mineral work is 1000 gammas 
cale. t 

incorporated.
/- f ull scale. Automatic stepping of 1000 gammas per step is

Contouring of results is accomplished as required, 
usually with a 50 gamma contour interval.

4) Spectrometer;

The spectrometer normally used is the Scintrex single 
channel Model GIS-2, Serial No. 805140. This is an integral 
type with energy level cut off adjustable so that it may be 
operated as a total count unit, or set to measure all energy 
above 1.2 mev, effectively cutting off Potassium 40 radiation,

Scale ranges of 100, 300, 1000 or 3000 are available 
according to energy levels being measured. The time con 
stant is variable, but normally set at 1 second*

A 5"x4" Thallium activated Sodium Iodide crystal and 
multipliers is used as the sensing head. This is Scintrex 
Model ASP-5, Serial No. 807122.
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Data from the spectrometer is recorded on the Edin 
8 channel chart recorder. If data presentation is required, 
it is normally presented as plotted anomalies with inten 
sity and aircraft altitude noted, on a base map of the same 
scale as other presentations.

5) Altimeter:

The radio altimeter is a Bonzer model TRN-70, Serial 
No. 1228, operating at 1600 me with an accuracy of + 10 
feet. The altimeter results are also recorded permanently 
on one channel of the 8 channel recorder.

6) Camera;

The path recovery camera is an Automax 35 millimeter 
frame camera, model G-2, Serial No. 1427.

This unit is equipped with special wide angle lens and 
400-foot film magazines. Its operation is controlled by the 
intervalometer, with one frame triggered for each fiducial. 
Each frame is also numbered according to the master fiducial 
numbering counter.

7) In t e rya1o mete r;

The intervalometer is a Sharpe model IV-1 solid-state 
unit with variable time interval from 0.5 to 2 seconds. The 
intervalometer operates the marker pens on the two recorders, 
the frame camera, and a rotary counter. The repetition rate 
is set so that the camera frames produce only slight overlap. 
This is approximately once per second.

8) Edin Recorder;

This unit is an 8 channel ink recorder Type 8001. The 
galvanometer sensitivities are 8 volts full scale into 1350 
ohms. The scale per channel is 4 centimeters in width, and 
the normal recording speed is 2 millimeters per second. The 
horizontal scale on the charts is thus roughly 4 inches per 
mile of traverse.
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B. PROCEDURES

1) Photo Loydowns:

Prior to undertaking of the survey, air photos of the 
area are obtained from which a photo laydown is produced, to 
an appropriate scale, usually 1"=1320 feet. Proposed lines 
are drawn on the laydown, in the appropriate direction and 
line spacing. These "flight-strips" are then used by the 
air crew for navigating the airplane visually along the pro 
posed lines. This photo laydown is also used to produce the 
subsequent base maps.

2) Aircraft Operation:

The air crew consists of pilot, co-pilot (or navigator) 
and equipment operator. The aircraft is flown along the pro 
posed lines at an altitude of some 200 feet, using the flight 
strips for navigation. Altitudes in excess of 300 feet are 
generally considered too high for effective penetration.

• The operator records lines, direction of flight and 
starting and finishing fiducial numbers on a flight log. 
Equipment is normally left on during the whole of the survey 
flight, while the intervalometer is turned on only for the 
actual survey line. Thus, the appearance of fiducial marks 
on the charts indicates the extent of the survey line.

3) Field Reduction;

Upon completion of the flight,the film is developed 
and the actual path of the aircraft is plotted on the photo 
laydown. This is accomplished by comparing film points 
with the photo. For any given point, the appropriate fid 
ucial number is placed on the photo laydown and the points 
joined to produce the actual flight path.

When field results are desired, anomalies are chosen 
and assigned appropriate fiducial numbers. The anomalies 
are then transferred to their correct position on the photo 
laydown.
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4) Office Reduction:

On completion of the survey, base maps are drawn using 
the photo laydown as a base. Flight lines and fiducial 
numbers are shown on this base map.

In the case of EM or radiometric results the anomalies 
are then plotted on the base map as boxes with symbols repre 
senting anomaly grade or amplitude (as noted on the legend 
accompanying each map). Anomaly "systems" are then outlined 
as conductive zones at which stage geological comparison and 
interpretation may be made.

In the case of magnetic results, the values noted on 
the Moseley chart are transcribed to a work sheet (overlay 
of the base map) after levelling or correcting for heading 
error, diurnal, etc. The values are then contoured on the 
work sheet and then drafted on a copy of the base map.

Since base maps use the photo laydown as a base, all 
geophysical results portrayed may be compared as overlays, 
and all features of interest may be identified on the appro 
priate photo for subsequent ground location.
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CONDUCTOR RATINGS

•
A - Strength Mostly 1

Mostly 2 S
Mostly 3 S
Mostly X s

B - Conductivity Ratio^l
RatiocH
Ratio .5 to 1
Ratio< .5

C - Variability EM Yes
No

Mag Yes
No

D - Strike Length £. 1 mi.
£ to 1 mi.
1 to 2 mi.
> 2 mi.

E - Mao Correl'r Direct
Sporadic Dir.
Assoc.
Nil

F - Geology Favourable
Unknown
Unfavourable

15
10
5
0

15 '

10
5
0

10
0
5
0

15
TO
5
0

15
10
5
0

15
10
0

MAX

15

15

10

5

15

15

15

G - Structure Fault, Fold 10
Arcuate 5
Straight 0

10

H - Miscellaneous Subjective evaluation
Ranging from -15 to +15

TOTAL: 100



CONDUCTOR RATINGS
AREA S HOAL LAKE PROJECT 84-125B

ZONE

S-l

S-2

S-3

S-4

S-4A

S-5

S-6

STRENGTH

7

5

10

12

7

5

5

CONDUC 
TIVITY
15

10

15

15

12

15

9

VARIABILITY
EM
3

1

3

3

2

3

5

MAG
5

4

2

2

1

5

3

STRIKE 
LENGTH

—

15?

_

—

8

_

15?

MAGNETIC 
ASSOCIATION

10

5

10

10

5

10

10

GEOLOGY

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

STRUC 
TURE

MSC. TOTAL

50

50

50

52

45

48

57

CATEGORY

B-

B-

B-

B

R_

B-

B

COMMENTS

Part of multiple
banded formational
system which
includes zones
S-l through S-7 T

Probable extension
of zone S-lo

Dual EM mapping
very hijjh
conductivity.

Very stronq EM &
very highly
conductive* Like
rest of bands.
probably maps
graphitic horizons.

Satellite on south
flank of zone S—4,

Formational source.

Fairly short
source along river.
Fair conductivity*



CONDUCTOR RATINGS
AREA SHOAL LAKE PROJECT .85.-125B

ZONE

S-7

S-8

S-9

S.10

S-ll

S-12

s_i3

S-14

STRENGTH

5

5

7

10

4

5

in

12

CONDUC 
TIVITY

10

10

12

12

10

10

15

15

m**mm^^m

VARIABILITY
EM

5

M

2

8

_

_

1

2

^^^^^I^MBH

MAG
5

M

.

3

—

.

1

^•^^••^^•^i^

STRIKE 
LENGTH

5

?

15?

7

9

?

7

MAGNETIC 
ASSOCIATION

8

10

15

10

15

5

in

10

GEOLOGY

10

10

10

10

10

10

in

10

STRUC 
TURE

MSC.

+*>

-2

TOTAL

48

35

61

53

39

30

*i

48

CATEGORY

B.

C

B

R

C

C

B

B-

COMMENTS

Long sftiirr.ft,
probably part of
same formational
unit as zones

S-l to S-5.

Weak, poor EM 0

Broad, moderately
strong anomalies
with mag.

Broad, mul-tipLe ———
zon*» f

Very wank FM hut

nice mag. Culture?

Possible Culture

f5r»r»rJ Irtnlfinn FM- - - - • - • - */
but strike extent
urjkr)r»wn

Location, strike
apd strike extent
uncertain.



CONDUCTOR RATINGS
AREA S HOAL LAKE PROJECT 84-125B

ZONE

15

36

17

ie

19

90

21

STRENGTH

8

10

7

6

5

5

7

CONDUC 
TIVITY

5

15

11

12

15

15

12

VARIABILITY
EM
1

5

5

1

2

3

MAG

1

1

mm

_

_

STRIKE 
LENGTH

?

5?

5?

15

10?

15

5?

MAGNETIC 
ASSOCIATION

5

10

10

15

5

10

10

GEOLOGY

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

STRUC 
TURE

5

MSC.

+3

+6

TOTAL

30

60

52

65

47

55

47

CATEGORY

c

B

B

A

B-

B

B-

COMMENTS

Location very
uncertain at.
far end of flight
path.

Arcuate source
with strona EM.
High conductivity.

Possible extension
of zone S-16.

fiond prnspfirt,..
Short,. isolated,
highly conductive,
and magnetic.

Full ext ent
unknown but
highly conductive 0

Shorter looking
source with hiah
conductivity e

Narrow, lona
source with high
conductivitVo



CONDUCTOR RATINGS
AREA SHOAL LAKE PROJECT . 84-1256

ZONE

22

23

24

25

26

27

STRENGTH

2

7

10

10

7

8

CONDUC 
TIVITY

5

5

15

12

12

12

VARIABILITY
EM

1

5

_

mm

1

5

MAG
1

M

-

•»

1

5

STRIKE 
LENGTH
5?

15

15?

15

15?

-

MAGNETIC 
ASSOCIATION

5

10

_

10

10

10

GEOLOGY

10

10

10

10

10

10

STRUC 
TURE

MSC.

+5

+5

TOTAL

?9

57

50

57

56

55

CATEGORY

C

B

B-

B

B

B

COMMENTS

Weak FM /one
parallel t.o zonp
S-21.

Source with
intermediate
conductivity and
mag.

Intriguing
response. Good
character but in
direct line with
long string of
cultural type
anomalies,.

Culture along
shore line?

Good character
but could be
long source.

Multiple zone
with good EM
variability.



AREA SHOAL LAKE

CONDUCTOR RATINGS
PROJECT . 85-1.2.5P,

ZONE

2«

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

^^•B

STRENGTH

7

10

7

4

6

4

5

7

••••M

CONDUC 
TIVITY

12

15

12

5

12

10

* •, * - '»

10

in

^^^^

VARIABILITY
EM
1

2

4

-

2

mi

1

5

•••••

MAG
1

1

3

1

1

mm

2

^M^H

STRIKE 
LENGTH

5?

5?

5?

5?

7

15?

10?

8

^MHM

MAGNETIC 
ASSOCIATION

15

15

10

5

10

5

5

5

•••^H

GEOLOGY

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

^••m

STRUC 
TURE

5

5

MSC.

+2

TOTAL

56

63

51

30

50

44

41

A7

CATEGORY

R

B+

B

C

B

B-

B-

R_

•^••••B

COMMENTS

Arcuate zone,
highly conductive
and maqnetic.

D ossible extension
of zone S-28.
Strong EM.

Dual zone with
rather lonq extent

Weak EM, possible
extension of zone
S-30.

Fair EM but 1
mile long.

Weak EM;
Possibly related
to one of longer
sources to east.

Weak EM alona lake

Fn \ T F M on lines
59-60.

^^^^^^MiHHBHBB^^MB



AREA SHOAL LAKE

CONDUCTOR RATINGS
PROJECT 8 5-125B

ZONE

36

37

38

39

40

41

STRENGTH

8

7

5

5

10

10

CONDUC 
TIVITY

12

12

5

5

15

15

VARIABILITY
EM
3

1

" 1

1

1

3

MAG
2

_

_

1

1

3

STRIKE 
LENGTH

_

15

15

15

10

MAGNETIC 
ASSOCIATION

10

10

10

10

15

15

GEOLOGY

10

10

10

10

10

—— 10

STRUC 
TURE

MSC.

-2

TOTAL

45

55

46

32

67

64

CATEGORY

B-

B

B-

c

A

B+

COMMENTS

Long formotional
tvpe source.

Short looking
satellite but
in f ormationol
environment.

Weak EM mapping
short Kourrp,

Verv long source.
Cultural? or
might be extension
of zone S-27 on
sheet 1 . Poor
EM.

Possible short,
isolated conductor.

Interesting FM
in lake. Good
mag support.



AREA SHOAL LAKE

CONDUCTOR RATINGS
PROJECT 84-125B

ZONE

42

'. •

44

45

46

47

STRENGTH

1 0

10

5

5

6

5

CONDUC 
TIVITY

i '••

15

1

-.

11

9

6

VARIABILITY
EM
s

^

-

2

10

3

MAG
f:

mm

5

o

5

^_

STRIKE 
LENGTH

10

15

15

—

5?

5

MAGNETIC 
ASSOCIATION

-n

15

15

10

10

5

GEOLOGY

in

10

_

10

10

10

STRUC 
TURE

5

_

t

MSC.

+5

-5

TOTAL

64

70

47

40

55

ru

CATEGORY

R+

A

B-

B-

B

C

COMMENTS

^rcuote zone
-ith very stronq
EM. Frir strike
length.

Good prospect.
Single line
sctellite on edge
of zone S-42.
High conductivity

f possible
localized meg.

Possible culture.

Long source ond
only fair EM,

Rating based only
on lines 80-81.
Rest of zone
reflects large
surficicl
component.

Long zone offset
from magneticso
Good rharpcter
only on line 92.



AREA SHOAL LAKE

CONDUCTORftRATINGS
PROJECT 84-lftB

ZONE

48

49

49A

49B

49C

50

51

i

•: I

STRENGTH

5

1

5

3

4

5

8

••**,:

CONDUC 
TIVITY

8

8

10

7

7

10

12

VARIABILITY
EM
1

-

^

-

9m

*•

MAG

-

1

_

5

STRIKE 
LENGTH

5

'0?

10?

10?

10?

15

15

MAGNETIC 
ASSOCIATION

5

5

15

10

10

15

1*

GEOLOGY

10

10

10

10

10

ID

10

STRUC 
TURE

MSC. TOTAL

34

34

51

40

41

60

60

CATEGORY

c

C

R

B-

B-

B

B

COMMENTS

Fair character
at line 66 but
qenerally poor,
weak EM.

Narrow, weak
EM.

Veil developed EM
but could be part
of lonaer source
which would
include S-49 f
S-49A, S-49B and
S-49C.

Low amplitude.

Broad annmnly.
-

Small source on
edge of Inke
with gopd mag.

Single nnnmnly
Offset from longer
source. Hiahly
conductive.

1



AREA

CONDUCTOIfcRATINGS
PROJECT 84-

ZONE

52

5o

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

STRENGTH

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

4

5

CONDUC 
TIVITY

ir

10

6

5

6

10

10

8

8

VARIABILITY
EM
i

1

2

_

2

B

2

1

3

MAG

1

1

_

mm

1

—

1

1

1

STRIKE 
LENGTH

10

10

10

15

_

10

10

_

8?

MAGNETIC 
ASSOCIATION

5

5

5

10

5

5

10

5

5

GEOLOGY

1C

10

10

10

10?

10

10

10

10

STRUC 
TURE

5?

MSC.

-5

TOTAL

44

4?

': fi
^0

40

29

51

49

29

40

CATEGORY

B-

B_

c

B-

C

B

B-

C

B-

COMMENTS

Culture susperted.

Tracks on film ...
suggest potent inl
Rill turn 1 Rnnrrp,

Lower r.onduct i vi ± y

olong river.

Surficial plus?

Surficial plus?

Well developed
only at line 64.

"air length on its
own but moybe
part of formationaJ
trend.

Lonq source
with weak,
sporadic EM.

Weak, lona source.
Best EM at line
74.



AREA SHOAL LAKE

CONDUCTOR^ATINGS
PROJECT 84- 12

ZONE

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

|

STRENGTH

3

8

10

15

6

8

7

CONDUC 
TIVITY

3

12

15

15

10

12

8

VARIABILITY
EM

1

5

5

2

5

5

4

MAG
mm

1

2

_

5

1

1

STRIKE 
LENGTH

^-

M.

15

15

5

mm

10

MAGNETIC 
ASSOCIATION

5

10

10

5

10

10

13

GEOLOGY

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

STRUC 
TURE

MSC.

+4

+ 3

i

TOTAL

22

50

67

65

51

46

53

CATEGORY

C

B

A

A

B

B-

B

i 

I

!
COMMENTS !

Exceedingly
weak EM forming

very lonq trend.

_onq formation
oest developed at
line 212.

3 separate
anomalies, all
worth high
priority check.

Isolated source.
Very strong,
dual anomaly.

Rather long but
fair variability.

Highly conductive
and dual in some
sections* Length
= 2 miles.

Fpir prospect*

reasonably short
conductor.



AREA
SHOAL LAKE

CONDUCTORtRATINGS
PROJECT

ZONE

68

69

70

71

71A

72

73

{

STRENGTH

6

4

6

6

4

6

7

,

CONDUC 
TIVITY

15

10

8

8

_

12

10

VARIABILITY
EM
4

2

4

8

3

8

3

MAG
2

_

1

5

—

2

5

STRIKE 
LENGTH

_

„

10

_

15

15?

10

MAGNETIC 
ASSX1ATION

10

10

5

10

5

12

10

GEOLOGY

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

STRUC 
TURE

MSC.

+ 3

TOTAL

47

36

44

50

37

65

55

CATEGORY

B-

C

B-

B

C

A

B

COMMENTS

Rather long but
fair EM on lines
25-30 with mag
support.

Very lona,
sporadic conductive
trend. Weak EM
and weak mag.

Rather long
but fair EM at
line 13.
Variable
conductivity.

Low rnnHnrtivi ty

on 1 y ,'

Fairly good
prospect. Variable
EM with mag and
possible short
lenqth .

Slightly offset
from zone S-72
but could be
related source.



CONDUCTOR* RATINGS
AREA S HOAL LAKE PROJECT 84-1

ZONE

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

STRENGTH

5

5

4

5

5

5

5

<

CONDUC 
TIVITY

10

10

7

10

10

5

5

VARIABILITY
EM

^

1

5

4

2

_

MAG
M

2

?

5

1

—

_

STRIKE 
LENGTH

15

15

15

10

15

15

MAGNETIC 
ASSOCIATION

15

10

15

10

5

10?

10

GEOLOGY

10

10

10

10

10

10?

10?

STRUC 
TURE

10

MSC.

+5

-2

+ 5

TOTAL

60

53

51

60

45

47

45

CATEGORY

R+

B

B

B

B-

B-

B-

COMMENTS

Narrow, small
source with 250 )
correlation.

East of zone S-74
on same horizon.

Small EM with mng.
Short looking nnd
rather isoloted.

Ratina based
iust on west end.

Very long
conductor along
contact.

Fair lenqth but
weak EM.

Low conductivity
only.



CONDUCTOR^ATINGS
AREA SHOAL LAKE PROJECT . 84r .i

ZONE

81

82

83

84

85

STRENGTH

5

6

5

6

10

CONDUC 
TIVITY

10

6

15

8

10

VARIABILITY
EM
1

1

1

3

_

|

MAG
_

1

3

3

_

STRIKE 
LENGTH

15?

10

?

5

15

MAGNETIC 
ASSOCIATION

mm

15

15

5

10

GEOLOGY

10

10

10

10

STRUC 
TURE

MSC.

-5

TOTAL

41

34

49

40

55

CATEGORY

B-

C

R-

B-

B

COMMENTS

Non-magnetic
conductor. Could
be short source
but miaht be iust
ontinuation of
zone S-58 on
sheet 3.

Possible surficial i
noted only because
of mag coincidence.

Highly rnnrl nr> ti V°

sourre vi 11 fill 1
strike lenath '

— O 1

unknovn.

Fair EM in lake
alonq shore, but
rather long
source.

Well developed
EM coincident with
small island. No
culture visible.



CONDUCTOF4RATINGS
AREA S HOAL LAKE PROJECT 84-1

ZONE

86

87

88

89

STRENGTH

4

6

4

7

CONDUC 
TIVITY

8

10

8

10

I

VARIABILITY
EM

5

2

3

!

MAG

r\

^

2

STRIKE 
LENGTH

10

5

15

_

h ————

MAGNETIC 
ASSOCIATION

10

5

10

GEOLOGY

10

10

10

10

STRUC 
TURE

MSC.

i

TOTAL

3?

48

44

42

CATEGORY

r.

B-

B-

B-

————————— | ———
1

COMMENTS <

No mag-;- s.flio-11 -
FM.

Long sourrfi wi t.h
nssnc: ntfid
mognetite .

Weak EM in lake.

Lona looking
source in lake.



HBOG MINING LIMITED 
CLAIM STATUS SUMMARY SHEET

GROUP

BAY BAY
K 365210-211
K 365464-466

CAMERON IS. ^

No. of Claims

K 365413-428 
K 365448-463

CLYTIE BAY 
K 365435-447
K 365467-468 
K 365475-476 
K 365501-507 
K 365647-649 
K 365477

Recording Date

16 Apr. 74 
16 Apr. 74

K 365469-474 

CASH ISLAND
K 
K

365429-434 
365490-500

CEDARSKIRT LAKE
K 365284-287

CHEBUCTO LAKE

6 I) 16 Apr. 74

6 if 16 Apr. 74 
11 'i 16 Apr. 74

4 ApM 3/"7Lt 4 Apr. 74

•>• i ~*i i

16

2 AnuU1 

2 /
7 /, '<(

16 Apr. 74 
16 Apr. 74

25 Apr. 74
25 Apr. 74
25 Apr. 74
S Apr. 74

20 June 7 4 
20 June 74

Map Number

M 2339
M 2704- & M2339

M 2704

M 1975 
M 2704

M 1949

M 1949 
M 1949

M 1949 & M1975
M 1949
M 1949
M 1949 fi 1975
M 1949
M 1975

CROWDUCK LAKE 
K 365650-655 25 Apr. 74 M 1975

EARNGEY LAKE 
K 365528-531 
K 392407

4 / 16 Apr. 74 
3 J«ly 74

M 1975 
M 1975

..1



GROUP No. of Claims

ECHO BAY 
K 365539-543 
K 365552-558 
K 416618-624

GOLD ISLAND

K 365090
K 365192-196

HEETZ LAKE 
K 365588-600 
K 365608-617

HELLDIVER BAY 
K 365198-203

LAKE OF TWO MOUNTAINS 
K 365278-281

MACKINNON ISLAND 
K 365486-489

MOSS CREEK 
K 365408-412

MOSS L.EAST 
K 365544-547

MOSS L. WEST 
K 365532-535

MOTH LAKE
K 365064-067

1
5

13

CLAIM STATUS SUMMARY 
SHEET

Recording Date

l\ /m 16 Apr. 74
16 Apr. 74
28 Aug. 74

28 Mar. 74 
28 Mar. 74

\\2.(o\l^\

10 ApAU''l3*mf/4l6 Apr. 74

4 A-;ua I1/7M

f:

f\^n([

n

29 Mar. 74

4 Apr. 74

I6i Apr. 74

16 Apr. 74

16 Apr. 74

16 Apr. 74

9 Mar. 74

Map Number

M 1949 
M 1949 
M 1949

M 1949 
M 1949

M 1949 
M 1949

M 2339 

M 1949 

M 2704 

M 1975 

M 1949 

M 1949 

M 1975



GROUP No. of Claims Recording Date Map Number

NICKEL ISLANDS 
K 365086-089 25 Mar. 74 M 2704

RIDGE LAKE 
K 365548-551 
K 365536-538

4
3 M

16 Apr. 74 
16 Apr. 74

M 1949 
M 1949

ROYAL LAKE 
K 365478-481 
K 365482-485

4
4

16 Apr. 74 
16 Apr. 74

M 1975 
M 1949

RUSH BAY
K 365290, 292, 293 
K 365291, 294, 295 
K 392422-425

SILVER FOX ISLAND 
K 365059-063 
K 365204-209 
K 416616-617

WOODCHUCK BAY 
K 365053-056

it

4 Apr. 74
4 Apr. 743 July 7 4
28 Mar - 7 4
28 Mar. 7428 Aug * 7 4

Mar. 74

M 1975 
M 1975 
M 1949

M 2704 
M 2704 
M 2704

M 1949

(.-» H

f
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